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I really enjoy having the St. Joseph Sunday Missals which are annual releases each Fall. They are

pocket sized and can be brought easily to any location to read, review. It is easy to follow the order

of the Mass and there are many extras included. the price is very reasonable. I like having my own

Missal at home so that I can review the readings and the Mass themes before the weekend

services. The Treasury of Prayers, popular hymns and other extras are also helpful. I also buy extra

copies for my elderly parents (shut ins) who use it watching the televised Sunday Mass. Since the

cover is only cardstock, by the end of the year, if you use it regularly, it will show wear, but I am in

month 10 and while used, still in very serviceable condition. Being a disposable you can clip the

upper end corners and reference the current Sunday Mass readings and easily move from the

Order Of Mass to the Specific readings, prayers for the week. I have been using this for 10+ years

and will continue to do so as long as available. Highly recommended if you are looking for the

annual, disposable (yet durable) Missal.I have also had/used the St. Joseph ABC 3 year cycle

Missals which are more permanent and those are about $20. Same easy to use format as this

annual missal, just in the 3 year cycle mode...thicker book obviously.

I buy one every year . Sure the Church has a similar missal but it is nice to have it at home to go

over and this fits in my suit or coat pocket . I have become much more aware of all parts of the new



mass too . I really had a hard time with all the changes . It is nice to be able to read ahead before

mass so one has more comprehension of the readings and Gospel also . Truly for the price this is a

gift . When the year is done they make a nice prayer book for the cabin or camping where weather

might damage other materials . This is a yearly tradition and thank you to so much to the ministry

that makes this possible for $2 . Print is readable but I wish they had a large print version at this

price point . That would really help . Next to my Catholic Calendar which is harder and harder to

obtain as some Churches no longer print one this is a must have .

I love having the readings available t to me before Mass, the size of the book is very portable. My

church doesn't provide many missiles throughout the church, so I like to know I'm always able to

follow along with the readings.

I first purchased these Sunday Missal in 2015, and found it to be a great resource. I take it to

church, but it's also great to have when I'm on vacation or can't attend Mass for some reason. Not

all of the hymns sung at Mass are included, but a sufficient amount to make me happy. I purchased

the 2016 version, and will be a steady user from now on. Best of all, it fits nicely in my purse.

I purchase several each year for my relatives and myself. I primarily use it in preparing for each

Sunday Mass by studying the Readings and Gospel before attending Mass. It also contains the

Order of the Mass, Treasury of Prayers, Stations of the Cross in pictures, and a large amount of

popular hymns. I highly recommend it.

Pros:It is small.The print is not small.It does have the mass readings printed out.Cons:I think they

could have chosen a better paper.Mine came with some pages had double print (pink pictures

overlapping writing) I paid very little for it so wasn't too bothered by it.For a more costly and higher

quality solution I would go with the Magnificat.

These books are great for following the Mass and for viewing the readings. I've bought a bunch,

attached ribbons for markers myself, and handed them out at church. People really love them. Price

is unbelievable, you can't go wrong with these. I only wish they had a large print version, several

older folks I've given this to have said they have a hard time reading the small print. Print is

standard size so most won't have a problem. I like the idea that if I leave it somewhere or lose it, I

can cheaply replace it.



A must have Especially when you watch EWTN for the mass and you receive the Most Blessed

Eucharist at a different time because of a disability !!!
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